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in Baghdad that the line split tribal units. The subsequent
evacuation of Dair az-Zur on December 25th. 1919, under
circumstances somewhat damaging to British prestige/ became
the precursor of militant Arab Nationalism.
Propaganda at the hands of Raniadhan ash-Shallash, of
Maulud Pasha, a Mosuli, formerly on Amir Faisal's staff, of the
Mudzt of Mayyadin, situated below the provisional frontier, and
of other Arab officers increased and became more and more
threatening. Gendarmes were enrolled at higher rates than
paid in 'Iraq; officials were appointed at high salaries; shaikhs
were given gifts; and taxes were collected within British terri-
tory. Letters and incitements to Jihad were broadcast to shaikhs
as far south as 'Amara, with the aim of discrediting the British
Administration. The tribes themselves were urged to violence
against everything British. The Shammar, the 'Aqaidat and
other tribes, not loath to revert to their ancient ways, robbed
caravans and attacked convoys. Throughout the period, the
Damascus Government protested that the Dair az-Zur officials
were an embarrassment to it, but in reality they seemed to
enjoy its support and approval. They persistently demanded
that the British withdraw to Wadi Hauran, some miles below
'Ana. The proclamation in Damascus of 'Abdullah Ibn
Husain as King of 'Iraq, March 8th, by Al-Ahd al-Iraqlya or
'Iraqi Covenanters, augmented the vehemence of their de-
mands. Only the British desire to avoid open conflict in which
they could not be sure of success prevented hostilities. Sahitiya
was evacuated early in May and Abu Kamal a few days later,
the frontier being set at just above al-Qaim, about fifty miles
above 'Ana. These steps, including the original one of evacuat-
ing Dair az-Zur, were construed by the 'Iraqi Nationalists as
demonstrating the validity of the Arab demands as well as
being signs of British military weakness which, in truth, had
influenced British policy. Accounts of how the British army
had been turned out of Dair az-Zur and, in turn, out of Abu
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